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Abstract. The paper addresses the issue of context-aware operational decision 
support in dynamic environments. Context is modeled as a “problem situation.” 
It specifies domain knowledge describing the situation and problems to be 
solved in this situation. The context is produced based on the knowledge ex-
tracted from an application ontology, which is formalized as an object-oriented 
constraint network. The context aware decision support system (DSS) devel-
oped within the research has a service-oriented architecture. The Web-services 
constituting the architecture provide DSS with contextualized information from 
information resources, solve problems specified in the context, and participate 
in decision making. The paper proposes a set of technologies that can be used to 
implement the ideas behind the research. An application of these ideas is illus-
trated by an example of decision support for real-time resource management in 
logistics operations for fire response. 

Keywords: context-aware decision support, service-oriented architecture, con-
straint satisfaction problem, decision making 

1 Introduction 

Operational decision support is required in situations happened in dynamic, rapidly 
changing, and often unpredictable distributed environments. Such situations can be 
characterized by highly decentralized, up-to-date data sets coming from various re-
sources. The goals of context-aware support to operational decision making are to 
timely provide the decisions maker with up-to-date information, to assess the rele-
vance of information & knowledge to a decision, and to gain insight in seeking and 
evaluating possible decision alternatives. 

The present research addresses theoretical and technological foundations of con-
text-aware operational decision support. The theoretical fundamentals are built around 
ontologies. The ontologies are a widely accepted tool for the modeling of context 
information. They provide efficient facilities to represent application knowledge, and 
to make resources of the dynamic environments context-aware and interoperable. 

The proposed fundamentals are supported by advanced intelligent technologies 
with their application to Web. The developed context-aware decision support system 
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(DSS) has a service-oriented architecture. Such architecture facilitates the interactions 
of service components and the integration of new ones [1][2][3]. 

DSS is intended to make decisions on participation of independent actors in joint 
operations according to the current situation. The used model of decision making 
oversteps the limits of the three-phase model [4] towards automatic search for an 
efficient workable decision and communications of actors on the decision implemen-
tation. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 proposes theoretical foun-
dations to be followed when building context-aware DSSs. Section 3 presents tech-
nologies supporting the proposed theoretical foundations and service-oriented archi-
tecture of DSS. Application of the presented ideas to the emergency management 
domain is illustrated in Section 4. Main research results are summarized in the con-
clusion. 

2 Theoretical Foundations 

DSS is intended to make decisions on participation of independent actors in joint 
operations according to the current situation. The system operates in a dynamic envi-
ronment. Two kinds of resources are distinguished in the environment: information 
and acting. The information resources are various kinds of sensors, electronic devic-
es, databases, etc. that provide data & information and perform computations. Particu-
larly, some information resources are responsible for problem solving. The acting 
resources are people and /or organizations that can be involved in the joint actions.  

The present research follows the knowledge-based methodology to building DSSs. 
The idea behind the research is to describe the behavior of DSS by means of two in-
dependent classes of reusable components: domain ontologies and domain-
independent algorithms that describe abstract methods for achieving solutions to 
problems occurring in the application domain. The both components constitute an 
application ontology. This ontology represents non-instantiated knowledge. The on-
tology and representations of the resources are aligned. The alignment indicates 
which information resource(s) instantiates a given class property. 

Context is modeled as a “problem situation.” A DSS’s user (decision maker) in 
his/her request to DSS indicates the type of the current situation and/or formulates the 
problem(s) to be solved in this situation. Context is suggested being modeled at two 
levels: abstract and operational. These levels are represented by abstract and opera-
tional contexts, respectively (Fig. 1). 

Abstract context is an ontology-based model integrating information and 
knowledge relevant to the current problem situation. Such knowledge is extracted 
from the application ontology. As the two components make up the application ontol-
ogy, the context specifies domain knowledge describing the situation and problems to 
be solved in this situation. 

The abstract context reduces the amount of knowledge represented in the applica-
tion ontology to the knowledge relevant to the current problem situation. In the appli-
cation ontology this knowledge is related to the resources via the alignment, therefore 
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the abstract context allows the set of resources to be reduced to the resources needed 
to instantiate knowledge specified in the abstract context. The reduced set of re-
sources is referred to as contextual resources. 

Operational context is an instantiation of the domain constituent of the abstract 
context with data provided by the contextual resources. This context reflects any 
changes in environmental information, so it is a near real-time picture of the current 
situation. The context embeds the specifications of the problems to be solved. The 
input parameters of these problems, which correspond to properties of the classes of 
the domain constituent, are instantiated.  

The embedded in the operational context problems are processed as constraint sat-
isfaction problem in its enumeration form. As a result, a set of feasible (alternative) 
solutions in the current situation is produced. Each solution is a plan of actions for 
acting resources in the current situation. Decision making is regarded as a choice 
between these alternatives. 

Table 1 shows the correspondence between the steps of the described above ap-
proach and the phases of the Simon’s model [4], which describes decision making 
consisting of “intelligence”, “design”, and “choice” phases. It can be seen that the 
phase of evaluation and choosing a workable (satisfactory) decision can be reduced to 
the phase of choosing any solution from the generated set of feasible solutions.  

Table 1. Three-phase model 

Phase Phase content Simon’s steps Research steps 
Intelligence Problem recognition 1. Fixing goals 1. Abstract context 

creation 

2. Setting goals 2. Operational context 
producing 

Design Alternatives 
generation 

3. Designing alternatives 3. Constraint-based 
generation of 
feasible alternatives Choice Efficient alternatives 

selection 
4. Evaluation & 

choosing alternatives 

Fig. 1. Ontology-based context 

Application ontology Abstract context Operational context 

Application 
domain 

 
Real situation Ontology-based 

situation 
representation 

A set of 
solutions Decision 
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The proposed approach exceeds the bounds of the Simon’s model proposing two 
more steps: search for an efficient solution and communications on the implementa-
tion of this solution. 

If one or more efficiency criteria are applied to this set of feasible solutions an effi-
cient solution can be found. The efficient solution is considered as the workable deci-
sion. The acting resources included in the efficient plan communicate with DSS in the 
person of the decision maker on acceptance/refusal of this plan, i.e. on the plan im-
plementation. 

In order to enable capturing, monitoring, and analysis of the implemented deci-
sions and their effects the abstract and operational contexts with references to the 
respective decisions are retained in an archive. As a result, DSS is provided with the 
reusable models of problem situations. Based on an analysis of the operational con-
texts in conjunction with the implemented decisions the user preferences are revealed. 

Below, technologies supporting the proposed theoretical foundations are presented. 

3 Technological Foundations 

In reality decisions are conditioned by various factors/constraints [5]. This caused the 
offer to formalize the knowledge represented in the application ontology by sets of 
constraints. The knowledge formalized in such a way can be treated as a constraint 
satisfaction problem. The formalism of object-oriented constraint networks (OOCN) 
[6] is proposed to be used for the ontology representation. This formalism supports 
object-oriented knowledge representation (class-attribute-range modeling) and allows 
specification of the following sets of constraints: 1) taxonomical (“is-a”) relation-
ships, 2) hierarchical (“part-of”) relationships, 3) class cardinality restrictions, 
4) class compatibility relationships, 5) associative relationships, and 6) functional 
relations. 

DSSs intended for the dynamic environments become more efficient when they 
take advantage of Web service technologies. Hence, it is proposed to implement DSS 
as a service-oriented system. Web services can support and simplify the exchange of 
context information; they enable service-oriented systems to utilize various types of 
context information to adapt their behaviors and operations to dynamic changes. Ser-
vice-oriented architecture can support integration and consolidation of activities of 
independent actors.  

In the research, capabilities of various resources (resource functionalities) and their 
delivery constraints are made available through the Web-services [7]. These capabili-
ties and constraints are captured by a service profile [8]. The profile describes the 
functional and non-functional service semantics. The functional service semantics is 
described in terms of the input and output parameters of the service. The non-
functional service semantics is described with respect to service’s cost model, availa-
bility, competence, and weight. 

In ontology-based service-oriented systems the idea of the alignment of the re-
source representations against an ontology is implemented using methods of semantic 
service profile matching [8]. In the present research the Web-services’ descriptions in 
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WSDL [9] are aligned against the application ontology. As the result, the WSDL-
descriptions are complemented with appropriate SA-WSDL [10] annotations. The 
alignment is based on semantic matching between the application ontology and the 
WSDL-descriptions. An approach combining three classes of matching methods – 
combined, linguistic, and contextual – is used for the matching [11]. The alignment 
makes Web-services interoperable and facilitates Web-service composition.  

The problem of relevant knowledge determination in ontology-based systems is 
treated as the slicing operation. The purpose of this operation is to extract pieces of 
knowledge from one or more ontologies, which considered as relevant to the user 
request. The implementation of the operation depends on the ontology representation 
formalism (see, e.g., [12][13]). 

In the present research the slicing operation is based on the determination in the 
application ontology knowledge semantically similar to the user request. The opera-
tion captures knowledge related to the semantically similar knowledge based on attri-
bute inheritance and constraints processing rules [14]. The captured knowledge is 
extracted and integrated into the abstract context. According to the alignment associa-
tions, the set of Web-services is reduced to the contextual ones. 

In the part of the abstract context instantiation by the resources, the research fol-
lows the idea to integrate these resources based on the service composition 
[15][16][17]. Web-service composition is the act of taking several semantically anno-
tated component services, and bundling them together to meet the needs of a given 
customer [18]. 

In the present research the customer needs are formalized in the abstract context. 
This context specifies an abstract workflow of the required composite Web-service. 
Contextual Web-services participate in the composition. They communicate in terms 
of their inputs/outputs to create a service execution sequence. If alternative services 
available a set of sequences is created. A specific alternative is chosen based on the 
principles of maximum functionality, maximum access interval, and minimum service 
weight [19]. 

The contextual Web-services produce an operational context. The used knowledge 
representation by means of the OOCN-formalism is compatible with representations 
supported by constraint solvers. Therefore, the operational context can be processed 
as a constraint satisfaction problem using such solvers. Some of these solvers provide 
mechanisms to search for optimal or efficient solutions, e.g., ILOG [20]. 

The acting resources communicate on the decision implementation using wire- or 
wireless Internet-accessible devices. 

Table 2 summarizes the technologies supporting the proposed here concept. 
The service-oriented architecture of DSS comprises three groups of services (Fig. 

2). The first group is made up of core services responsible for the registration of the 
Web-services in the service register and producing the real-world model of the prob-
lem situation, i.e. the creation of the abstract and operational contexts. Services be-
longing to this group are as follows: 

• registration service registers the Web-services in the service register; 
• application ontology service provides access to the application ontology; 
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• abstract context service creates, stores, maintains, and reuses the abstract contexts; 
• operational context service produces the operational contexts. 

Web-services comprising the second group are responsible for the generation of alter-
native plans for actions and the selection of an efficient plan. This group contains: 

• composition service coordinates the service composition process; 
• constraint satisfaction service generates sets of feasible plans for actions; 
• decision making service selects efficient plan(s) from the sets of feasible plans, 

coordinates the communications between the acting resources and the plan imple-
mentation. 

Table 2. Technological framework 

Objectives in the 
theoretical 

foundations 
Techniques Technology Result in terms of OOCN 

Application 
ontology building  

Ontology building 
from scratch, 
integration of 
existing ontologies 

Ontology engineering, 
ontology management 

OOCN with non-
instantiated variables 

Resource 
representation  

Web-service profile Semantic Web-services OOCN with non-
instantiated variables 

Overcoming 
Web-services 
heterogeneity  

Alignment of 
ontology and service 
descriptions  

Semantic service 
profile matching 

OOCN with associative 
(alignment) constraints  

Abstract context 
creation 

Ontology slicing Ontology management General problem model  

Determination of 
contextual 
resources 

Ontology slicing Ontology management OOCN with associative 
(alignment) constraints 

Operational 
context 
producing 

Service 
communications 

Web-service 
composition, context 
management 

OOCN with fully 
instantiated variables 

Generation of 
alternative action 
plans 

Solving of constraint 
satisfaction problem 

Constraint satisfaction A set of feasible solutions 

Choice of a 
specific plan 

Optimization Constraint 
programming 

An efficient solution 

Plan 
implementation 

Service 
communications 

Mobile applications, 
collective decision 
making 

The efficient solution 

Context 
reusability 

Context archiving Context management OOCN with partly 
instantiated variables  

Revealing user 
preferences  

Context-based 
decision archiving 

Profiling, decision 
mining 

A set of user constraints 

DSS 
implementation 

Service-oriented 
architecture 

Web-services - 
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The third group comprises sets of services responsible for the representation of the 
resources and implementation of their functions. This group includes: 

• information services provide data stored in the resources’ profiles and implement 
functions of the information resources; 

• acting services provide data stored in the profiles of the acting resources; represent 
roles played by people or organizations; communicate on the plan implementation. 

4 Fire Response 

The ideas above are illustrated through decision support in a situation around an 
emergency event. The purposes of DSS in this situation are to produce an emergency 
response plan for acting resources capable to participate in the joint actions, and to 
support their decisions on the participation. As a kind of emergency event fire is con-
sidered. 

Fig. 3 presents the abstract context created to model the situation in question. This 
context was created from the application ontology of the emergency management 
domain. The ontology has 7 taxonomy levels, contains more than 600 classes, 160 
class attributes, and 120 constraints of different types. The abstract context has 3 tax-

Core services 
Create model of problem situation 

Application 
ontology service 

Abstract context 
service 

Decision support services 
Planning joint actions 

Constraint 
satisfaction service 

Composition 
service 

Decision making 
service 

Fig. 2. Service-oriented architecture of DSS 

Environmental services 
Represent resources and fulfil their functions 

   
Acting services 

Registration service 
Registers Web-services in the service register 

 

Operational 
context service 

Interaction bus 

Information 
services 
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onomy levels, contains 17 bottom-level classes to 
be instantiated, 38 class attributes, and around 30 
constraints. 

The abstract context represents the following 
kinds of acting resources needed in the response 
actions: fire brigades, emergency teams, and hos-
pitals. As well this context represents kinds of 
transportation devices the mobile acting resources 
can go by. The context specifies (not shown by 
the taxonomy) that emergency teams can go by 
ambulances and rescue helicopters, and the fire 
brigades can go by fire engines and fire helicop-
ters. 

Problem solving knowledge is hidden in the 
class “emergency response”. This class specifies 
the following problems: 

• select feasible hospitals, emergency teams, and 
fire brigades; 
• determine feasible transportation routes for 
ambulances and fire engines depending on the 
transportation network and traffic situation; 
• calculate the shortest routes for transportation 

of the emergency teams by ambulances and fire brigades by fire engines; 
• produce a set of feasible response plans for emergency teams, fire brigades, and 

hospitals. 

The execution sequence of Web-services composed to instantiate the abstract context 
and solve the specified problems is shown in Fig. 4.  

The operational context and an efficient plan for actions are shown in Fig. 5. The 
set of feasible plans comprised 4 plans. As the efficiency criterion time of victim 
transportations was applied. In Fig. 5 the big dot denotes the fire location; dotted lines 
depict routes to be used for transportations of the emergency teams and fire brigades 
selected for the response actions. One ambulance (encircled in the figure) and the 
rescue helicopter go from the fire location to hospitals twice. 

The efficient plan is presented to the acting resources for making decisions on the 
plan implementation. Fig. 6 shows part of the plan displayed on the Tablet PC of the 
leader of an emergency team going by ambulance. He/she can accept or decline this 
plan (a special option is provided for this). 

The Smart-M3 platform [21] was used in the execution of the fire response scenar-
io. Tablet PC Nokia N810 (Maemo4 OS), smart phone N900 (Maemo5 OS), and dif-
ferent mobile phones served as the user devices. Personal PCs based on Pentium IV 
processors and running under Ubuntu 10.04 and Windows XP were used for hosting 
other services. 

Fig. 3. Fire event: abstract context 
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Conclusion 

Theoretical and technological foundations for building context-aware DSSs intended 
for the dynamic environments are proposed. The theoretical foundations propose a 
concept of ontology-based context-aware DSS. The technological foundations pro-
pose a set of technologies enabling Web-based implementation of the theoretical ide-
as. 

The steps of the proposed model of decision making are mapped into Simon’s de-
cision making model. Due to constraint-basup-to-date knowledge representation the 
tree-phase model is reduced to two phases. As well, the present researh exceeds the 
bounds of this model towards actor communications on the decision implementation. 

The main ideas behind the research are illustrated via support of decisions on plan-
ning emergency response actions, where the problem of plans generation is treated as 
dynamic logistic problem. 
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